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ABSTRACT.  Expressions for several conformally invariant pseudometrics on

a Riemann surface  R   are given in terms of three new forms of reduced extremal

distance.   The pseudometrics are defined by means of various subclasses of the

set of all harmonic functions on  7?  having finite Dirichlet integral.  The reduced

extremal distance between two points is defined on  R, on the Alexandroff one-

point compactification of R  and on the Kerekjarto-Stoilow compactification of  7?.

These reduced extremal distances are computed in terms of harmonic functions

having specified singularities and boundary behavior.  The key to establishing

this connection with harmonic functions is a general theorem dealing with extremal

length on a compact bordered Riemann surface and its extensions to noncompact

bordered surfaces.   These results are used to obtain new tests for degeneracy in

the classification theory of Riemann surfaces.   Finally, some of the results are

illustrated for a hyperbolic simply connected Riemann surface.

Introduction.   Three new forms of reduced extremal distance are defined for a

Riemann surface  R.   These are related to the concept of the same name defined by

Ahlfors and Beurling [2] and to their notion of perimeter [l].   For example, the re-

duced   extremal distance A(£., ÇA between two points  Ç,., t,2 on  R  is defined by

removing disks of radii  r     r2  about <£,, £  , respectively, considering the extremal

length of the family of all curves on  7?  joining the boundaries of these disks and

then adding the factor  (1/277) log ir y*2) in order to obtain a quantity with a finite

limit   XiÇy, £2) as  ry, r2 —» 0.  A'(¿7, C2) and A*(£1? £2) are defined in a similar

manner except that the curves between the disks are taken on the Alexandroff one-

point  compactification   R    and the Kerekjarto-Stoilow compactification  R*, respec-

tively.   These reduced extremal distances are computed in terms of harmonic func-

tions having prescribed singularities and boundary behavior (Theorems 5, 6).   The

key to establishing this connection with harmonic functions is a general result

(Theorem 1) dealing with extremal distance on compact bordered Riemann surfaces
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and its extensions (Theorems 2, 3, 4) to noncompact bordered surfaces which

generalize a theorem of Marden and Rodin [4].

Next,  several conformally invariant pseudometrics are defined from classes of

harmonic functions.   Let  HDÍR) be the class of all   harmonic functions  u on  R

having finite Dirichlet integral   D(zz).   A conformally invariant pseudometric

dHDi£y> £2) is introduced on  R  by taking the supremum of  |zz(z^j) - zz(£2)|   over all

zz e HDÍR) with  D(zz) < 1.  Two other pseudometrics, dKD  and  d^M, ate defined

analogously  by employing the subclasses   KDÍR) and HMÍR) of HD(R).   KD(R) is

the subset of u £ HD(R) such that the integral of * du over every dividing cycle

y  on   R  is   0.   A cycle  y on  R  is called dividing if for every compact set  E C R

there is a cycle in  R ~ E homologous to y.   HM(R), the space of harmonic mea-

sures, is the orthogonal complement of  KD(R) in the Hilbert space  HD(R).

Then (Theorem 7) it is shown that d       = X - X  , dKD = X — A* and dHf, =

X*-X', which provides a geometric extremal length interpretation of the various

pseudometrics.   Finally, this result is applied to derive tests for degeneracy in the

classification theory of Riemann surfaces.   A Riemann surface  R  is of class

0HD, 0KD, 0HM   if the  class     HD(R), KD(R), HM(R), respectively, contains only

constant functions.   It is proved (Theorems 8, 9) that  R £ 0„D  (0„D, 0„M) if

and only if the extremal distance between any two compact subsets of  R  is the

same whether computed on  R  or  R'iR or  R*, R'  or  R*).  The result for  0„D  is

due to Rodin [6].

Finally, several explicit computations of the reduced extremal distances and

a conformally invariant metric are given for hyperbolic simply connected Riemann

surfaces.

1. Preliminaries.   For general results about Riemann surfaces see Ahlfors-

Sario [3].

(1.1) At times we shall require the existence and perhaps uniqueness of a

harmonic function having certain singularities and prescribed behavior in a neigh-

borhood of the ideal boundary  ß of a Riemann surface  R.  This will usually fol-

low from the main existence theorem of the theory of normal operators ([3, Theorem

3A, p.  154], [8, Theorem 2B, p. 4l]).   A knowledge of the particular normal opera-

tors   L 0, il)L j  and  iQ)L x  is necessary [8, pp. 46—51].  These operators give pre-

cise meaning to the boundary behavior of a harmonic function on  ß.   For example,

if  zz is harmonic on  R, then  zz = LQu in a neighborhood of ß is akin to having a

vanishing normal derivative on the boundary; that is, * du = 0 along the boundary

where  * du = - u dx + u^dy is the star conjugate of the differential form  du = u dx

+ uydy on  R-   Likewise, u = (/)L u near  ß means that  u is constant on  ß and

¡ß*du = 0, while  u = iQ)L ,u implies that   u is constant on each contour of ß and

the integral of * du over each contour of ß vanishes.   Of course, both of these

statements only hold in an appropriate limiting sense on a general Riemann surface,
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but they are to be taken literally on a compact bordered Riemann surface.   Recall

that the Dirichlet integral of a harmonic function  u on a Riemann surface   R  is

DR(u) = D(u) = jj   (u2x + u2)dxdy.

R

The subscript  R is frequently omitted when one fixed Riemann surface is under

consideration.

(1.2) The notion of extremal length for a family of chains on a Riemann surface

will be employed.   For a treatment of this topic see Rodin-Sario [8, pp. 121 — 132]

and Sario-Oikawa [9, Appendix i].   A curve on  R is a continuous mapping  c : I —>

R  where  / is an open, closed or half-open interval on the real line.   The curve  c

is locally rectifiable if the restriction of c to any compact subinterval of / is rectifiable.

A locally rectifiable chain on R is a countable formal sum c = S 72 .c. where 72. is an integer

and  c. is a locally rectifiable curve.   Henceforth, all curves and chains are assumed

to be locally rectifiable.   Let  ds = p(^)|<a?;z|  be a linear density on  R  and let  c he

a locally rectifiable curve.   J"   ds is defined to be the supremum of the integrals of

ds over all compact subpaths of c.   For a locally rectifiable chain  c = 2 72 c .  set

j^-ÊM/c.*-

This integral is called the  ds or p length of  c and is denoted by  L(c, ds) =

L(c, p).  The ds atea of R is

A(R, ds) = A(ds)=    ff  p2(z)dxdy.
R

Given a family J of locally rectifiable chains on  R and a linear density ds, set

L(3", ds) = inf   L(c, ds).

ce5

With the convention that  0/0 = °°/°° = 0, the quantity A(3") = sup(L2(j, ds)/A(R, ds))

is called the extremal length of J; the supremum is taken over all linear densities

ds on  R.

2. Extremal distance on compact bordered surfaces.  Let R he a compact

bordered Riemann surface with interior  R  and border  dR.  Suppose that the contours

of  dR  ate partitioned into disjoint sets  a     a., yQ, y    with   a., a     nonempty.

When  y.   is nonvoid let the contours in  y,   be divided into nonempty disjoint sets,

say  ßy ß2,-- - ,ßm.   Each  ß. is called a part of yy  Thus, {aQ, a y yQ, ß v

• • - ->ßm\ represents a partition of  dR.  Let J  be the class of finite chains in  fi -v

y0 which join  aQ to  a y possibly via some of the parts of y,.  More precisely, a

finite chain  ^        C, belongs to J   if and only if either  k = 1  and c    is a curve in

R ~ Yq which connects aQ and a j or k > 2 and the c.: [O, l] —» R ~ y    are
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curves with  c x(0) £ aQ,  cfe(l) £ a x, and for 1 < / < k - 1 the points c.(l) and c.   x(0)

belong to the same part of y..  If the points in each part of y,   were identified and  R

given the induced quotient topology, then each chain in  J  could be viewed as a

continuous curve in this quotient space from  a    to  a  .  In case y. = 0 the extre-

mal length X(j) is customarily called the extremal distance between  aQ and  a

The same designation for X(j) will still be used when  y. 4 0.

The following theorem generalizes a result of Marden and Rodin ([4, Lemma III.

1.1, p. 250], [8, Theorem ID, p. 124]); the proof is an adaptation of theirs.   They

partition  y.   into its constituent contours; that is, each  ß. is a single contour of

y y  The extension allows  y.   to be separated into sets of contours in an arbitrary

manner.

Theorem 1.   X(j) = D-(u)~     where  u  is the harmonic function on  R such that
n

zz = 0 072  a,  zz=l   o72 a,  * du = 0 along y_,  zz  is a constant c., 0 < c. < I, on

each ß. (l < j < m) and f„. * du = 0 for all j.

Proof.   The existence and uniqueness*of  zz  follows from the construction of the

normal operators  L „  and  L . [8, pp. 46—48].  An appropriate direct sum of the two

operators   L» and  L,  is required to produce the desired boundary behavior on  yn

and y..

First we show that X(j) > D(u)~     by using the particular linear density  ds =

\du + i * du\ = \u    — iu  | \dz\.  The as-area of  R is  A(ds) = D(u).  Observe that ds
x y

> \du\  and that the variation of u along any chain in J   is at least 1, the difference

between the values of  zz on  a    and a...   Consequently, L(j, ds) > 1  and

D-(u)~ 1 < L2CF, ds)A(ds)- l < XCA).
K — —

In order to establish the reverse inequality we shall consider chains which are

locally the level curves of a harmonic conjugate  u* of zz; that is, curves along

which  * du = 0.   We shall find a parametrization of these level curves such that all

but finitely many belong to J".

It is necessary to orient and parametrize the boundary curves of  R.   Orient the

contours of dR  so that  R  lies to the left.  All of the contours in  a. (j = 0, 1)

shall be parametrized by a single function  a .(t) defined on   [0, l) such that as  t

goes from  0 to   1   the point  a. (/) traverses each curve in  a. precisely once in the

positive direction.   Recall that  a. is a finite union of closed analytic Jordan

curves.  If  a.  contains  22  contours, divide [O, l) into  22 half-open subintervals

each of length   I/72.   The points of subdivision introduced are  t, = k/n (O < k < 72).

Let  a. restricted to the subinterval  [/,, I,     .) be an injective parametrization of

a single  contour of  a. which agrees with the orientation.   Thus  a.(t),  t £ [O, l),

is a path which traverses   a.  once in the positive direction.   Likewise, parametrize

each part  ß. of y,   by  b.(t),  t £ [O, l)    (l < ;' < 222).
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These fixed parametrizations are used in continuing a harmonic conjugate of

u along a portion of dR  in a consistent manner.  We illustrate this for  aQ.   Suppose

77* is a local harmonic conjugate of  u defined near a0(0).  Through harmonic contin-

uation the function  u* may be defined along the curve  aQ([0, tyY).  The value

u*(a (t~)) exists but need not be equal to  22*(aQ(0)).   Extend  u* to the curve

a Alt., tA) as follows.   First determine a conjugate function  77*  for  a in a neigh-

borhood of a0(tA such that  u^ia^tj)) = u*(aQ(t~)) and then continue  u*  harmoni-

cally along  «n([f j> i2))-  In this manner we extend u* to all of aQ so that u*(aQ(t))

is a continuous function on  [0, l); in short, u* is continuous on  a0.   Functions are

to be continued around  a,   and the  73.  in a similar fashion.   The fact that the in-
1 "7

tegral of * du = du* over ß. vanishes guarantees that  u* returns to its initial

value after traversing  ß. once.   Explicitly, u*(b.(t)) may be extended to the real

line as a continuous function having period 1.

The function  u*(aAt)) strictly decreases from  0 to  — D(u) on  [O, l) provided

u* is normalized so that  z2*(a.(o)) = 0.  Since  0 < u < 1  on  R, in a relative neigh-

borhood of each point of a. the holomorphic function  f = u + iu* has nonnegative

real part and is purely imagininary on   a„.   Therefore in terms of any local coordi-

nate  z mapping such a neighborhood onto a relatively open subset of the upper

half-plane, the function f (z) has a purely imaginary derivative and lm{f (z)\ < 0 on

aQ.  In other words, du* = * du < 0 along  a_  so that  u* is strictly decreasing.  From

D~(u) =    Í       u*du=\      *du = -f
J dR J», Ja

* du,
dR -, -u0

we see that  u* decreases from  0 to  — D(u).

Two complementary subsets, 5 and  C, of the interval  (— D(u), O]    shall be

defined.   C will be finite and with each s £ S we shall associate a chain in  J.

For each s   e ( - D(u), 0] a single level curve  I As) of u* leaves  a..   Orient

l0(s) so that  u increases in the positive direction.  I As) is a curve along which

* du = 0 and is an analytic Jordan arc unless it passes through a critical point of

u.  In case the connected level curve  lQ(s) passes through a critical point of

77  in   7?, place  s  in  C.   If  7Q(s) does not cross any critical points of u, then it

ends on either  al  or yv  When  lQ(s) terminates on  a,, put  s in  J and write  c(s)

in place of  7Q(s).  Note that  c(s) £ ?.   Otherwise, lQ(s) stops on some  ß. C y

Let £(s) denote the endpoint of  lQ(s) on  ß ■; our assumption about  I Js) guaran-

tees that  Ç(s) is not a critical point of  u.  Now move along  ß. in the positive

direction following the path determined by  b..   The function  u* is initially increas-

ing as we continue  u* from  £(s) along  ß..   Continue  u* along  ß. until arriving at

C'(s), the first point for which u*(£'(s)) = u*(C(s)).  Such a point £'(s) exists be-

cause the integral of * du over /3. is  0.   For future reference we note that £'(s) =

£'(t) if and only if  £(s) = £(t).  Ii £'is) is a critical point of  u, then put  s  in   C.

If not, then the level curve  Iy(s) of  u* which originates  at ('(s) moves into   R
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when oriented in the direction of increasing values of  u.  In fact, * du < 0 along

ß. neat Ç'is)  since  * du > 0  along  ß. by £(s); this also shows that C'is) 4

Çis).  Thus, zz + zzz* maps a relative neighborhood of Ç is) onto a relative open set

in  \z; Relzi > c.] where  u = c. on  ß..  The level curve  I As) is called a continu--    7 1 ~i 1

ation of  lQ(s).  If I As) crosses a critical point of zz, then  5  goes in  C.  Otherwise,

u is strictly increasing on  I As) so that the connected level curve  I As) ends on

either ax  or some  ß,   with  k 4 j.  In the former case, write  c(s) = ¡0(s) + Ix(s)

and put  s  in  S.  Again  c(s) £ J.  In the latter we repeat the construction given

above.

In this manner we see that each  s £ ( - D(u), 0] is in either  C or 5.   For

every s £ S there is a finite chain  c(s) = IAs)+. •• + /..  As) of connected level

curves of  zz* obtained by successive continuation beginning with  / (s) and  c(s) e

J.   For s 4 t in  S the chains  c(s) and  c(t) ate disjoint.   For if  I .(s) C\ I At) / 0,

then  I (s) = l,(t) because they are level curves for the same harmonic function and

do not pass through any critical points.  If j = k = 0, then s = / is immediate.

Otherwise, /', k > 1  and  l-(s), ¡k(t) have the same initial point on some part of yx

so that  /._ As) and  /,     ,(/) must have the same terminal point.  But then  /._ As) =

/,,(/).  Continuing in this manner we find that  A(s) = IQU) and s = t.  The set   C

is finite because  zz has only finitely many critical points on the compact surface

R and through each such point pass only finitely many level curves of  zz*.

Finally we establish the reverse inequality.   Except at the finite number of

critical points of  u the function  u + iu* can be used as a local parameter and  R

can be paved with little rectangles determined by the level curves of  zz and u*.

For any linear density  ds = p|zs?^|  and s e S,

J       p\dz\=   j       pdu   <   ÍJ      p2du\A.
c(s) c(s) V   c(s) /

Here we have used the facts that  * du = 0,  du > 0 along  c(s) and that the integral

of du over  c(s) is   1.  Since ic(s): s e S\ C J,

L2(},ds)<  if       pduY <   f       p:
^   c(s) ' c(s)

Integration over  5 results in

D-(u)L2(A, ds)<     f C      p2 dudu*= A(ds),

s eS      c(s)

so that X(j) < D(u)~   , which completes the proof.

3. Extensions to noncompact bordered surfaces.   Next we present three general-

izations of Theorem 1 to the case in which  R  is a noncompact bordered Riemann

surface having compact border  dR.  In this section  R is fixed and the contours of  dR

ate partitioned into two nonempty disjoint sets, a     and  a...
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(3.1) The first generalization corresponds to Theorem 1 when  y, = 0.   In this

situation we are interested in the extremal length of the family  J  of all curves in

R  which join  a.  to a.; that is, the extremal distance of  a. and  a y  The follow-

ing result is known ([4, Theorem III. 3.1, p. 256], [8, Theorem 2A, p.  156]), but the

proof is new and brief and is included for completeness.

Theorem 2.   A(3) = D-(uA~l  where  u,.  is the harmonic function on  R  such
R    ° °

that  un = 0 on a„,  un = 1  077  a     and u~ = Lnz2„  in a neighborhood of the ideal

boundary of R.

Proof.   Let  {R   i°° , be a regular exhaustion of R; that is, {R   S  is a strictly
n n ■ i ° n J

increasing sequence of compact bordered Riemann surfaces such that  R = [J R

and dR    3 dR = a „ (J a,  for all 72.  Set y   = dR   ^ dR, then í a n, a  , y  \ isa
n 01 ' n n 0        1 ' ' n

partition of dR    into disjoint sets of contours with  a., a.   nonempty.  Let  u    be

the harmonic function on  R     with the properties   u   = 0 on   a_,  u    = 1  on  a     and

* du    =0  along  y  .   If J     is the family of all curves in  fi    ~ y    joining  a_  to

a., then Theorem 1 gives  A(3  ) = D(u  )~     where the Dirichlet integral is taken

over  R  .  Now, 3   C 3      ,   for all  72 and 3 = (J 3    so that  A(3) = lim À(3"  )  [9,
n '      n 77+I >'      n n _

p. 32I].   The sequence  {u  \ is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of  fi  to

uQ and  D(u ) converges to  D(uA [8, Theorem 2B, p. 58].   Hence, A(3) = D(z2  )_1.

(3.2) The next extension of  Theorem 1 is the analog of the case in which  y„ =

0 and  y    is given the identity partition; in other words, all contours of y,  belong

to the same part.   Let   R    be the Alexandroff one-point compactification of  R  and

ß the point added to  R to obtain   R'.  Given a sequence  {£ ! of points in   R, write

£   —> ß if for every compact set  E C R  there is an integer  N = N(E) with the prop-

erty that Cn d E for all  n > N.  Similarly, if  7: [O, l) —» fi  is a curve, then  /(/) —»

ß as  / —► 1   means that for each compact set  EC fi  there is a 5 > 0  such that

l(t) 4 E for  1 — S < t < 1.  Say that  l(t) clusters on  ß as  t —» 1   if there is a

sequence  t   —> 1  with l(t  ) —» ß.  Let J    be the family of curves in  fi'  connect-

ing aQ to  a y  A(j )  is the extremal length of the family of chains obtained by re-

stricting each curve in  ?'  to   R.  Since  3"'  D 3", it follows that A(3') < A(3).   Two

related families   Cj    and X    are needed,   jj    is the family of chains  7  such that

either  7 is a curve in  R  joining   ciQ to  a;  or  7= 7Q + 7j  where  I.: [O, l) —» R  is

a curve with  7.(o) e a. and  /.(/•)  clusters on  ß as  / —► 1   (/ = 0, l).  H'   is the sub-

family of  y    consisting of the curves in  R   joining  a.  to  a    together with the

chains  /n + Z,   such that  Z.0) —> ß as   / —► 1.   If we define  7.(l) = ß in this case,

then  7. becomes a curve from  a . to  /3  in   R    and  /„ + 7.   may be viewed as a

curve in  R    joining  a„  to  a      In this natural way we regard K'  as a subset of

J .   Both  y    and K    contain  J.   The following result shows that  3', §'  and K'

are equivalent families for extremal length problems.

Proposition 1.  A(3') = A(§') = A(K').
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Proof.   The inclusion Jv   C j'   implies  X(i\ ) > A(j').    Every curve in  S

contains a chain in  K'   so that A(3"') > A(K') [9, p. 321].   Therefore,  A(?') = À(H').

In order to establish A(K') = A(L<') it is sufficient to show that A(L<' ^ Jv) =°o

[8, Corollary 2A, p. 128].   The family  y   "» JÍ    has infinite extremal length because

every chain in this family must oscillate.   Let \R   j be a regular exhaustion of  R

and set y   = dR    ~ d/?.   About each contour of every y    place an annulus which

is contained in  R      , ~ R      ,   such that all of the annuli are pairwise disjoint.  We72 + 1 77- 1 r '

shall prove that every chain  in y    ~ K    crosses some annulus infinitely often.

Then A(y    ~ Jv) = oo follows because the family of chains each of which crosses

at least one of the annuli infinitely often has infinite extremal length.

If / £ y ~ Jv, then  I - lQ + I.  where both  /„  and /.   cluster on  ß but one

of them does not actually tend to  ß since  / i Jv.  We consider the case in which

/-  does not approach  ß as   t —► 1.   Then there is a sequence  \s   \ tending to 1

and an  RN  such that  I As ) £ RN  for all  72.  Since  /„  clusters on  ß, there is also

a sequence jr  } for which t    —> 1  and /„(/ ) 4 RN    2  for all  22.   By extracting

subsequences if necessary we may assume that  s    < t   < s      ,   for all  22.  In the
1 ' ' n        72 72 + 1

interval   {s  , t  ] the curve  Z_  crosses at least one of the annular regions about

the contours of yN    ,.   As there are but finitely many contours in  yN, ,, the curve

/„  must cross one of the annuli infinitely often.

This proposition simplifies the proof of next theorem.

Theorem 3.  A(j) = D-(u )        where  zv_  is the harmonic function on  R  such
HI 1

that zz. = 0 o72  a„,  u. = 1   072  a.   and u. = (i)L.u.  in a neighborhood of the ideal

boundary of R.

Proof.   The proof makes use of an extremal length technique ascribed to Beurl-

ing and developed by Wolontis [12, p. 59l].   We employ the method in a manner

related to the work of Strebel [lO, pp. 10—11], Marden and Rodin [4, pp. 252—256]

and Suita [11, pp. 239—242].  The proof is divided into two parts:  first we show

that My ) —► a(C/) where C/   is a curve family associated with  R   , part of a

regular exhaustion of  R, and then we use this result to show that A(Cy ) = D(uA~  .

Let \R   I be a regular exhaustion of R  and set y   = dR   ~ dR.  Let H   be
72 & ' n n Hj

the collection of all  chains  I such that either  /  is a curve in  R    ~ y    joining  ex.

to  a     or  I = lQ + Ix where  /.  is a curve in  R    connecting  a .  to  y    (7 = 0, l).

Because every chain in  y      ,   contains a chain in  £l ,  A(§^ ) < A(h'     .) for all  22

[9, p. 321], and hence lim A(Lf  ) exists.   Also, every chain in  \j contains a chain

in  \j,    so that lim MJV ) < À(Lf').  In order to prove that lim A(L/ ) = À(L/), it remains

to show that A(y') < lim A(Ll ).  For this we may assume that A(§') > 0 and

lim A(y  ) < 00.  Let  M > 0 be any number strictly less than  A(y'), then it suffices

to demonstrate that  M < lim A(y'). Now, there is a density ds with   M <

L2(§', ds)AiR, ds)~ l.   Since  A(§') = A(î') < A(J) < 00, we may also assume that
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A(R, ds) > 0.  Let a   = L(\-l , ds), then {a  \ is an increasing sequence.  Moreover,

a2 < A(R  , ds)\(§' ) < A(R, ds)\(§' ) < A(R, ds) lim A(g' ),
tí— n " n   — " n   — " n

so that  a = lim a    is finite and a2 < A(R, ds) lim A(§' ).   Let  c > 0 he given.  We

shall prove there is an  I £ §'  such that L(7, ds) < a + 5c.  Then L(§', ds) < a +

5e and M < (a + 5e)2A(~R, ds)' l.  Consequently, M < a2A(fi, ds)~ 1 < lim A(££ ) which

is the desired result.

Establishing the existence of 7 is a bit involved.  For every tz determine 7   £

y    with L(7 , ds) < a + c.  If fot any value of 72 the chain I    is actually a curve

in fi   ~ y    joining  a. to a  , then we simply take  7=7.  Otherwise for every 72,

¡n = lQn + lln where I,    is a curve in R    from a. to yn (f = 0, l).  Let £-„U)

denote the first point of intersection of 7.    with y,   for k <n. Initially we pass

to a subsequence of Í7.  ¡ such that C,. (l) converges to a point £(l) £ y,   as  77 —►

00.   This is possible because y.  is compact.  We continue to denote this subsequence

by {/.  !.  From this new sequence we again extract a subsequence, this time so

that the points £,. (2) converge to £Í2) £ y2.  Continue in this manner.  The diago-

nal sequence, which is still designated as  [/.   \, has the property that £■ ik) —»

C-ik) £ y,   for every  k.  Observe that in passing to a subsequence of [/.   ! we have

also gone to a subsequence of {R   I.

Let  V ik) he a parametric disk centered at £ik) such that the disks are all

pairwise disjoint.  Since the extremal length of the family of all Jordan curves in

Vik) ~ {£ik)\ which contain Cik) in their interior is 0 [9, p. 325], there is a Jordan

curve c.(k) in  V^k) ^ {Çik)} enclosing £.U) with  L(c ik), ds) < e2~k.

Let JJ.(k) denote the family of all curves on R joining c ik — l) to c.(k) fot k>2

and let 33.(1) be the collection of all curves on R connecting a. to c.(l) (/ = 0, l).  Then

00

y L(2).U), ds) < lim inf L(l. , ds).
*—i 1 —- — jn

For each integer k > 1  let 8.ik) £ 7).(k) be such that L(8.(k), ds) < L(7).(k), ds) +

i2~ .  Let c (k) be a subarc of cik) which joins the end of 8.(k) to the initial

point of 8 .(k + l).  Set

7 = y [8ik) + c-.(k)].

If 7. is parametrized in an appropriate manner, then 7 = 7n 4 7, £ §'. Also,

Lit., ds) = £ [L(8 ik), ds) + L(c.(k), ds)]

k = i

< 2e + lim inf L(7. , ds).
— in

n —»00
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From this inequality it follows that

L(l, ds) < 4c + lim inf L(l , ds) = a + 5c,
— n

n —.co

so that  I £ {j'  is an appropriate choice.

So far we have shown that lim A(y' ) = A(§').   Employing this result we may

complete the proof.   \aQ, a ., y  \ is a partition of  dR    with  aQ, a    nonempty.   Let

y    be given the identity partition in which all contours belong to the same part.

Take  J     to be the family of all finite chains in   R    which join  aQ to  a^ possibly

tovia  y .   Explicitly,   I £ J   if and only if either  / is a curve in   R ~ y    from  a

a.   or  / = S™ .  /.  where  m> I,  I. is a curve connecting  a. to y    (/' = 0, l) and1 ; =0     7 — 7 °;/z2/'

/.  is a curve joining any two contours in  y    (2 < / < 722).   By Theorem 1, A(j   ) =

Diu )       where   zz    is harmonic on   P   ,   zz    = 0 on  an,   zz    = 1  on  a ,, u    is a con-
7Z 72 7Z' 72 U' 72 1 72

stant  c on y  ,  0 < c < 1, and   f ,    * du = 0.   Evidently,  m   C J     so that X(W ) >
'n        —     —    ' Jy„ f '   c-ri n e-T2    —

A(j   ).   But each chain in  J     contains a chain in  §*   so that A(C/ ) < A(j   ).  There-
72 72 °72 '-TZ      — 72

fore,  A(Lf  ) = XiA  ).  The sequence  izz   !  converges uniformly to  u¡ on compact

subsets of  R, and  Diu ) tends to  Diu,) [8, Theorem 2A, p. 58].   Hence,  A(j') =
Z2 I

A(§') = D(z,i)-1.

(3.3) The third generalization involves the Kerékjártó-Stoilow compactifica-

tion   R* of R; as is customary we view R  as a subset of  R*.  Let  A* be the family

of all curves in  R* joining  a    to  a..  A(j*) is the extremal length of the family

of chains obtained by restricting each curve in  J* to  R.  Clearly,  J C J* C J

which gives  A(j ) < A(j*) < A(j).   This situation is analogous to Theorem 1 when

y„ = 0 and y,   is given the canonical partition in which each contour in  y x  con-

stitutes a part of y..   The following result is a special case of a theorem of Mar-

den and Rodin ([4, Theorem III. 3.1, p. 256], [8, Theorem 2A, p. 156]); it is given

here for future reference.   They obtain it from their version of Theorem 1.

Theorem 4.   A(j *) = DR(un)~     where  un  is the harmonic function on  R  such

that  Uq = 0  022  a„,   u0 =1   022  a.   and u0 = (Q)L.Uq  in a neighborhood of the

ideal boundary of R.

4.   Reduced extremal distances.   Let   R  be a Riemann surface and  ¿\, £    two

distinct points on  R.  We shall define three reduced extremal distances between

C,   and  £ •  one on  R; another on  R', the Alexandroff one-point compactification

of R; and a third on  R*, the Kerékjártó-Stoilow compactification of  R.  The follow-

ing notation will be standard in this section.  Suppose that  z. is a local coordinate

defined in a neighborhood  N. of   Ç,. such that  z .(£.) = 0 (/' = 1, 2) and  N x O  /V    =

0.   For all sufficiently small positive values of  r the parametric disk  D .(r) =

!£ £ R: |z.(£)| < r\ and its boundary  a .(r) = \¿, £ R: |z.(£)| = r\ ate both subsets of

N..

(4.1)  Let  j(r  , rA designate the class of all curves on  R ~ {D (r.) U D2^r2^
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= R(r  , rA which connect  ol Ar A and  a2(72).   The extremal length of the curve

family  A(ry, rA is the extremal distance between the contours   a^r^ and a2(r2)

on the bordered Riemann surface  R(r ,, rA.

Proposition 2.   A(3(r  , rA) + (I/277) log (r.r.)  increases if either r    or r2

decreases.

Proof.   Suppose that 0 < r. < R. and let  (l(r., R .) be the family of all curves inKK 7-7 77 J

the annular region  D .(R .) ^ C1(D.(7.)) which join the inner boundary contour  a.(7.)B 7       7 7     7 ' 7     7

to the outer curve  a .(fi .).   Every curve in  j(r., 72) contains a curve from each of

the families  u(r  , R A, ^(R   , R A and  u(r2, R2)  and the supports of these three

curve families are pairwise disjoint Borel sets.   Hence [9, p. 3211,

A3(r1,r2))>A(3(71, Ry)) + \0(Ry R2)) + X(ä(r     R^

1        R, 1        R-,
= _L log _! + a(3(r., RA) + — log -2,

277 7j l        2rr r

which establishes the proposition.

The preceding result guarantees that A(j(r., rA) + (I/277) log(r.rA approaches

a limit (possibly + °°) as  (r  , r A —► (0, O); the limit is the supremum taken over

7  , 7?  positive and sufficiently small.   The number

\(CV C2) = um [A(3(r,, r2)) + (I/277) logdy )]
(ri,r2)-.(0,0)

is called the reduced extremal distance between C, and C2- ^or convenience set

A(£j, C2) = 0 if £j = C2- The value of A(£j, ¿,2) depends upon the choice of the

local parameter z. at C- This dependence will be made explicit later. This con-

cept of reduced extremal distance between two points is related to, but distinct

from, the reduced extremal distance between a point and a compact set as defined

by Ahlfors and Beurling ([2, p. 244], [5, pp. 238-241]), as well as their definition

of the perimeter of a compact set relative to a point [l, pp.  115—116].

(4.2) Let p0(£) = pQ(£; £¡, £2) he the   LQ-principal function having a nega-

tive logarithmic singularity at ^  and a positive logarithmic singularity at  £2.

Thus, p0 is harmonic on  R ~ {£,, £2S, pQ = LQpQ in a neighborhood of the ideal

boundary of  R and p Az .) + (- l)' log |z.|  has a removable singularity at  z. =0

(;' = 1, 2).   Let pQ (£.)   denote the value of the latter harmonic function at  z. = 0;

in other words,

P0<O=   lim    [/>0U,)+ (-!)'log k.|]       (;=1,2).
7 z. — 0 ' '

7

The value of p0(£)  is defined with respect to the fixed local coordinate  z..  In

general, the value of p„ (£,.)  would be different if another local coordinate were used.
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Theorem 5.  k(¿v Q = (l/2»r) (p„ (C2 ) - P0 <£,)).

Proof.   First we show that the right-hand side is an upper bound for A(£ , £ )

by making use of a Riemann surface  0(r) containing  R(r, r) on which it is easier

to compute the relevant extremal lengths.  A similar type of argument is used in

[5, Theorem 2.94, p. 243].   For small positive values of r let

m Ar) =      min     pAÇ),        m Ar) =    max       Pni£)-
1 Çeo-jf.,)     ° 2 Çea2(r)      °

When  r is sufficiently small, m Ar) < 0 < 2222(2-) and c Ar) = {£: pQi£) = 222.(r)}

(;' = 1, 2) is an analytic Jordan curve.   Orient  c Ar) so that the component of the

complement of  c Ar) which contains  £. lies to the left; in other words, c Ar) is

oriented positively with respect to the point   £..  Notice that  c At) C Cl (D (r)).  Set

Q(r) = !<£: 772 j(r) < p0(£) < 2222(r)S.   Q(r) is a bordered Riemann surface having com-

pact border  c Ar) U c Ar) and fl(r) D R(r, r).

Let X(c At), cAr)) denote the extremal distance of c Ar) and  c Ar) on the sur-

face  Q(r); that is, the extremal  length of the family of all curves on  fl(r) which

join  cAt) to  cAr).  Because every such curve contains a subcurve belonging to

j(r, r), it follows that  A(j(r, r)) < Xic xir), c2ir)) [9, p. 32l].   It is a simple matter

to compute Xic Ar), c Ar)) in terms of the function  p„.   The function  ui£) =

{m Ar) - p A£,)]{m Ar) - m Ar)]~     is harmonic on  fi(z-),  0 on  c Ar),   1   on  c.(r) and

zz = L „zz  in a neighborhood of the ideal boundary of ß(r).   By Theorem 2 the extremal

length Xic At), c At)) is equal to the reciprocal of the Dirichlet integral  Diu) of  u

taken over  Q(z-).  An application of Stokes' theorem results in

U2W- m^rWD^u) = Da(r)(p0)

=  "     ^^^    /cl(r)*^0   +   W2(r)    l2(r)*^o]     =-27T[7721(7)-7222(r)].

In applying Stokes' theorem no term arises which corresponds to the ideal boundary

since  p0 has   LQ-behavior near the ideal  boundary.  (For future reference observe that

(I)LX or (Q)L j-behavior in a neighborhood of the ideal boundary  yields the same con-

clusion.) Consequently,  X(c x(r), c2(r)) = (1/2ít) L7222(r) - 222  (r)].   From

ÜÄ  [z2Z2W - 722/7) + log(r2)] = p0<C2) - p0{Q,

it is clear that \i£x, C2) £ (l/27r)[p0\£2 ) - pQ\£ )].  The opposite inequality is obtained by

a similar procedure but using an inner approximation to  R(r, r) instead.

(4.3) Theorem 5 provides an easy means to determine the dependence of

M£i. C2) on the choice of local parameters at  Çx  and  ¿     Suppose that  w . is a

local coordinate defined in a neighborhood M. of £. with  w .(£.) = 0.   Let the
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reduced extremal distance between L,.   and  C2 relative to these coordinates be

denoted by A   (£., £A and let A (£., £A designate the reduced extremal distance

when computed with respect to the coordinates  z    and  z2.   Then we would obtain

A^dC,> C2) = (I/277) [q0(C2) - 90(Ct)] where  qQ is harmonic on  R ~ {£v £2\;

qQ(w.) + ( - lV log \w.\  is harmonic near w. = 0 and  qQ = LQqQ in a neighborhood

of the ideal  boundary of  R.

The functions  p0 and  a.  differ by a constant.   Let z.(w.) denote the confor-

mai mapping of a neighborhood of w.= 0 onto a neighborhood of 2. = 0 which is

induced by the local coordinates  z. and w..   The function pQ — a.  becomes har-

monic on  R upon setting

(p0 - q0tC,) = P0iC A - q0(C ,) + log \z\(o)\,

(p0-q0)(C2) = P0(C2)-a0(C2)-log\z>2(0)\.

Since  p    — q.  is now harmonic on  R and has L „-behavior in a neighborhood of

the ideal boundary of R,  p0 — qn must be constant.   In particular, its values at

C,  and C-, coincide, which gives
12

kJC^i2) = \z(Çy Q - (1/277) log 1^(0)^(0)1.

This demonstrates that the definition of the reduced extremal distance  A(£ , £ )

is not a conformai invariant.   It also shows that exp [- 2n\(z  , z  )]|*fe   | \dzA   is an

invariant form.

(4.4) Other reduced extremal distances between two points can be introduced

by using the compactifications   R'   and  R* of R.   Take 3' (r., rA (respectively

3*(7j, r2)) to be the collection of all  curves in  R' ~ [DyirJ U"2(r2)l  (R* ~

[D y(ry) \J D2(r2)]) joining  a y(rr) to  a2(r2).  A(3'(7i; r2)) (respectively A(3*(rj, r2)))

is the extremal length of the family of chains obtained by restricting each curve in

S (r., r2) (respectively, J*(r., rA) to   R.  The limits

A'(¿:i;C2)= l^n   „   [A(3'(7X,   72)) + (1/277)   log^)],
(7j,7 )—.(0,0) • ¿ L    ¿

\*(£,,0= lim [A(3*(r,, 7 ,)) + (l/2ir) log (r.r,)]
^1    ^2 Or 1—70,01 12 °      1   2(7j,r2)—(0,-0)

both exist and are always finite. The existence of the limits is established exactly

as in Proposition 2. A (4 , £2) is the Alexandroff one-point compactification reduced

extremal distance between <£\ and C2- A*(£,, £2) is the reduced extremal distance

between 4. and 4% relative to the Kerékjártó-Sto'ilow compactification. Because

3(7y r2) C f'(rv r2), 3*(71? r2), it follows that \(£y Q > A'(£,, Q, A*«,, ¿2). Also, if R

is compact, then  3(7^ r2) = ¡Piry, r?) = 'J*(rv r2) and A(£,, C2) = A'(C,> <T2) =

A%, <T2).
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Both A'(£     A ) and A^ , C2) ate also related to principal functions.   Let

PfiO = P,iC, Cv Q and pQiO = pQiC, fy £2> be the  (I)LX  and  (Q)L ,  principal
functions, respectively, having the singularity  (- 1);+    log |z.|   at  £..   The  values

pÂC) and PqÍC) ate defined in the same manner as  p0(£.).  A proof of the follow-

ing theorem would just parallel the proof of Theorem 5 except that  (I)L .   or  (Q)L x

behavior must be substituted whenever  LQ behavior occurs in the original proof.

In the course of proving Theorem 5 we noted that the proof still went through under

these conditions.

Theorem 6.

X'(tx,t2)=(l/2n){pl(t2)-p,(tx)],

^iÇy£2) = il/2n){pQ((2)-pQ(tx)].

5. Pseudometrics obtained from classes of harmonic functions.   As usual  R  is

an arbitrary Riemann surface.   HD(R) is the class of all harmonic functions on  R

which have finite Dirichlet integral  D'u).  HD X(R) = \u £ HD(R): D(u) < lS.   KD(R)

consists of those  u £ HD(R) which have the property that /    * du = 0 for all

dividing cycles  y on  R.  When  R  is a region in the complex plane,  every cycle is

dividing and  KD(R) is the class of harmonic functions on  R  which possess a

finite Dirichlet integral and have a single-valued harmonic conjugate in  R.  Set

KDX(R)= KD(R) nHDx(R).   Both  HD(R) and  KD(R) ate vector spaces under point-

wise addition and scalar multiplication.   If any two functions in  HD(R) which differ

by a constant are identified, then  HD(R) becomes a Hilbert space with norm   ||u|| =

D(u) 2 and inner product  (u, v) = D(u, v), the mixed Dirichlet integral.   The sub-

space KD(R) is also a Hilbert space.   The orthogonal complement of  KD(R) in

HD(R) is denoted by  HM(R) and is called the class of harmonic measures.   Set

HMX(R) = HM(R) n HDX(R).   (The orthogonal decomposition  HD(R) = HM(R)   «

KD(R) of the space  HD(R) is really just the orthogonal decomposition  l\    = V,

© r¿(? D T£       in the space of exact harmonic differentials [8, p.  194].)  The

classes   HD(R), KD(R) and  HM(R) always contain the constant functions.   In case

one of these classes contain no additional functions, then we say  R  is of class

°HD< °KD or  °HM> respectively.

There is a simple sufficient condition for a family of functions  \u\ in  HD(R)

to constitute a normal family.   If  \D(u)\ is uniformly bounded and for some point

Cq £ R  the set  \u(£A\ is also uniformly bounded, then  ¡zz!  is a normal family [8,

p. 37].

(5.1) First we define a pseudometric associated with  HD(R).   For  £ , £,    £ R

set

dHi£    () = dHDi£    £)=     sup       \uitx)-ui()\.
"      l       ¿ nu     l       ¿        ueHDx(R)
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If  R 4 0HD, then  it is sufficient to take the supremum over those   u e HD(R) with

D(zz) = 1.   The number d  (£ , Ç, A is the best possible constant such that

\u(tx)-u(C2)\<dH(CvCA.Diu)Vl

fot all  zz £ HD(R).  The function  d .  is defined on  R x R  and assumes nonnegative

real values.   It is not immediate that d„  is always finite.   Notice that d^iC,  , £ )

= sup uiÇA where the supremum is taken over the compact normal family of all  zz £

HD  (R) with  uiC,A = 0.  If HD AR) is given the topology of uniform convergence

on compact subsets of  R, then the functional  u —► u(Ç, A is continuous on this com-

pact subfamily.  Hence, the least upper bound of the functional is actually attained

and  d     is finite-valued everywhere.   The function  d,,  has several interesting

properties.

Proposition 3.   (i) a\,   is a conformai invariant,

(ii) d     is a pseudometric on  R,

(iii) dj,  is a monotone decreasing function of R,

(iv) the topology on R  generated by d     is coarser than the original topology,

(v) dy.  is a continuous function on  Rx R,

(vi) dy,  is 2-subharmonic on  R x R ;  in other words, d„  is subharmonic as a

function of each variable separately.

Proof,   (i) The conformai invariance of d„  is a simple consequence of the

fact that harmonicity and the Dirichlet integral are invariant under conformai map-

pings.

(ii) Clearly £, x = ¿,2  implies  d^(¿,x, ¿,A = 0 and that  o\,  is symmetric is

obvious.   The  triangle inequality follows from the definition of d     and the ordinary

triangle inequality.

(iii) Suppose that  Sisa Riemann surface which contains   R and  £., £    £ R.

Consider  HD X(S) as a subset of  HD X(R) by restricting to  R  each function in

HD X(S).   Then  dH(sféi' C2) < dH(Ry^V *=2^ *s lmmediate from the definition of dH.

(iv) Given C0 £ R and  c > 0 we must show that there is a neighborhood  N

of C0 with the property that  N C \Ç: dH(£Q, £) < c\.  Let   V be a parametric disk

centered at  £Q with local coordinate  z.   This means that z(¿,A) = 0 and z(V) = U

is the unit disk in the complex plane.  Employing the monotonicity and conformai

invariance of d„, we obtain

dH(R)^0' t? < dH(V)(^0^1) * dH(U){°' Z

where  Í,  e V" and  Zj = z(C,y) £ U.  It is possible to compute  d^.yAo, zx)

explicitly.   Let  u £ HD(U), then there is a holomorphic function  / defined in   Í7

the real part of which is  u.   If f(z) = 2~_0  a^z", then  D(u) = 27 2~     7z|a   | 2.  Using

the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
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l^j) - «(0)|2 < l/U^ - /(0)12 = ¡¿a^
W=i

CXJ »        I |2 ,

^"K^Z^-^iogd-iz^)-!
n — \ n— 1

and equality holds if  77(z) = log |l - z ,z|_1.   Therefore, d^.^JO, z,) =

[(I/77) log(l - |z1|2)~1]M.   Select  8 > 0  so that  ¿H      (0, z) < e for   |z| < 8.  Then

N = i£: |z(£)| < 8} is a suitable neighborhood of ÇQ.

(v) Since  d   (4* , £ ) is defined as the supremum of the family of continuous

functions   \u(£A - u(ÇA\, where  77 £ HD ,(R),  dH  is certainly lower semicontinuous

on  fi x fi.   Establishing upper semicontinuity requires a normal family argument.

Let a be the upper limit of d     at the point  (¿\, ¿,A; we must show that  a <

dH^V *=2^  Let the setluence  \Cjn\ be such that ¿V —» £.  and  dH((¡ln, Ç,2r) —» a.

There is a function  u    £ HD ,(R) with  77  (C,   ) = du(Ç.   , £.  ) and  w(£    ) = 0.
n 1 « ^ In n  ^ Ik    ^2?7 ^2n

Since  £->    —► C2 and the topology induced by  d„  is  coarser than the original to-

pology, we may assume that  d   (4* , £,    ) < 1  fot all  ?2.   Then   \u (£A\ = \u (CA —

u (¿,    )| < 1  for every  72  so that  {u  lis a normal family.   This permits us to sup-

pose that Ía  S  is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of  R  to a function  77 £

7/D,(R).   Then  iAQ = lim uj£u) = 0 and  a = lim^  «„(£,„) = «(£,) < ¿H(£,, Q.

(vi) The supremum of a family of subharmonic functions is subharmonic pro-

vided the supremum is upper semicontinuous.   For a fixed  Ç,    £ R  the function

Iu(£) - u(£A\  is subharmonic on  R.   The supremum dt¡(¿,, ÇA of all such functions

in  HD  (R) is continuous and hence subharmonic.   By symmetry  dH(£,y £2)  1S also

subharmonic as a function of Ç .

(5.3) In the same manner pseudometrics can be introduced on  R  through the

classes   KD(R) and  7/M(fi).  Define

dK(C.,C2)-dKD(Cl,C2)=       sup        \u(CA-u(Ç)\,
K     1       2 KP     1       2        ueKDyTR)

dM(cvC2) = dHlA(CvC2)=    sup      \u(CA-u((2)\.

Because   KD ¿R), /ÍM,(fi) C HD ¿R), it is evident that  0^(4^, £.,), ¿M(£,, £2) <

d^(ç  , ¿,A.   Both i<?K  and ¿^   share the properties listed for o\,   in Proposition 3.

(5.4) In general, d„, d„ and d„  ar,e just pseudometrics and not metrics.

Clearly, ¿H(£,, £2) = 0  if and only if  22(4^) = 22(4^) for all  u £ HD(R).  Similar

statements hold for o"K  and  d„.  Both o\,  and o^ are metrics when  R  is a region

in the complex plane having finite area  A(R).  In this situation both harmonic

functions A(R)-'Áx and  A(fi)-'/2y belong to  KD ¿R) C HD ¿R).  When  z, = ^ + ^j ¿

z    = x2 + iy   , it follows that

dH(zy z2) > ¿K(2l, z2) > A(R)-1/2 maxilxj -xj, ^ -y2|!> 0.
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For a general region  R  in the extended complex plane  d     is a metric if and only

if  R 4 0gD [l, Theorem 7, p.  113].  Thus, either d^  is a metric or dK = 0 for

subregions of the extended complex plane.   Whether a similar result holds for dH

is not known.  Rodin [7] showed that for a nonplanar Riemann surface  d„  need not

be a metric even though  R 4 0„D; the surface which he constructs has infinite

genus.   When  R  is a simply connected Riemann surface  d„ = 0.

(5.5) The fact that zi„ is always finite shows that  u —» uiÇA - uiÇA is a

bounded linear functional on the Hilbert space   HD(R).  The Riesz representation

theorem guarantees that there is a function   qH e HD(R), unique up to an additive

constant, such that  u(C2) - ui£x) = Diu, qH) for all  u e HD(R).   Clearly, qH de-

pends upon the points  ¿,  , z^     Schwarz' inequality produces   \u(£,A — u(¿,A\    <

D(u)D(q„) with equality if and only if  zz = aq^ + b where  a and  b ate constants.

This proves that

(5.5.1) dH(Cx, Q2 = D(qH) = qH(C2) - qH(CA.

It is known that  qH= (l/22r)(p0 - p¡) [9, Theorem 2H, p. 39l

In the same manner, dKi£,v z^)2 = DiqK) = qKi£2) - l^iCA   where  qK =

(1/22t)(p0 - pQ) e KD(R) [9, Theorem 2H, p. 39l.  Also,  dMi£x, Q2 = Diq^) =

aM(<£2) - í?m(Cj) where aM = (l/277)(pQ - p,) e HM(R) [8, p. 103].  Notice that qH =

qK + qM  is just the orthogonal decomposition of a„ e HD(R) relative to the orthog-

onal complements   KD(R) and  HM(R).

(5.6) Now we come to our main result which expresses the pseudometrics  d

d„ and  d„  in terms of the reduced extremal distances  A, A    and A*.

Theorem 7.

dHiCvC2)2 = \i£x,C2)-x'i<Cx,C2),

dKiCx,t2)2=xiCvC2)-^iCvC2),

dM(cx,c2)2 = x*(cx,c2)-x'(cx,c:2),

where A, A    a72zi A* are all computed with respect to the same local coordinates

at A   and Ç,

Proof.  Observe that  qH(Q = (l/2?7)(p0 (Ç}) - pjity) (/'= 1, 2).   Then by

Theorems 5 and 6 and (5.5.1) we obtain  dHi£,x, £2)2 = A(£1? z^2) - A'(<£ , £ ).   The

results for d     and dM  ate established in the same manner.

Remark.   Although the reduced extremal distances  A, A    and A* are not con-

formal invariants, the differences  A - A , A — A* and  A* - A    are.

6. Applications.   Using the preceding results we can obtain new extremal

length tests to decide whether a Riemann surface is of class   0,.„  or  0HM.

These tests are analogs of a theorem of Rodin dealing with  0„D [6], [8, Theorem 2A,

p. 206].   From the definition of dH  it is clear that  R € 0HD if and only if dH = 0.
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By Theorem 7 a necessary and sufficient condition in order that d     vanish identi-

cally is for the two reduced extremal distances  A(^., £A and A'(Ci> CA to be equal

for all  £ , C2 e R-   Of course, the reduced extremal distances must be computed

relative to the same local coordinates at both  £.   and  £i-   Similarly, R £ 0KD

(respectively, 0f/M) if and only if A(£ , £2) = A*(£j, C2) (respectively, A'(4",, 4* ) =

A*(£, £A) tot all ¿7, ¿7 e fi.   These simple  observations form the bases for the

various tests.

(6.1) Suppose that  E.  and  E1   are compact subsets of a Riemann surface  R.

Let ^(Eq, E  ) he the family of all curves   c: [O,  l] —♦ R  such that  c(0, 1)CR%

(E    U £.) and  c(/) £ E.  (j = 0, l).   Less precisely,   c  is a curve in  R ~(E„ U£  )

joining  EQ to  Er  A(3(EQ, E  ))  is the extremal distance of  En, Ej  and is denoted

by A(E  , E  ). The same extremal length would be obtained by considering all curves on

R  with one endpoint in  £    and the other in   E      Recall that  R    and  R* denote the

Alexandroff one-point and Kerékjártó-Sto'ilow  compactification of  R, respectively.

Let ^'(EQ, Ey)  (5*(E0, Ey)) be the family of all curves in  R' ~ (EQ u£,)  (R* ^

(EQ U E y))  joining  EQ to  E..  A'(EQ, E  )  (A*(EQ, Ej))  is the extremal length of

the family of chains obtained by restricting each curve in ^f'(EQ, EA (3~*(E0, E.)) to R.

(6.2) Rodin established the following result [6].

Theorem 8. A necessary and sufficient condition that A(E , E ) = \*(E., E )

/or a/7 paz'rs 0/ compact sets E     E    of R  is that  R e 0„D.

This theorem has analogs for both   0„D  and  0HM.

Theorem 9. A necessary and sufficient condition that \(E , E ) = A'(E , E )

(respectively, X'(E , E A = \*(E Q, E A) for all pairs of compact sets EQ, E of R

is that  R £ 0HD (respectively, 0HM).

Proof.   The proof of sufficiency is an adaptation of Rodin's, while the necessity

proof is new and also yields a simpler proof in the case of his result.   Thus, these

three tests for   0HD, 0„D   and  0HM  may  be derived in a uniform manner.  We shall

establish the result in detail only for the   0„D  test since the case dealing with

0„M   just parallels the given proof.

To prove the necessity, assume that the extremal distances A(E , E A, A (E_, E ) are

always equal.   Take distinct points  £ , 4"    £ R; it suffices to show that A(<7, £ A =

À.'(£,, £A.  Let  z. be a local parameter defined in a neighborhood of  £. with

z.(£.) = 0.   For  r positive and small, EQ = Cl(D j(r)) and  E    = Cl(D2(r))  are disjoint

compact subsets of  R.  Note that  A(E     E A = 3(7, 7) and j'(E0, EA = '¡''(r, r) in

this case.  Consequently,  A(3(7, 7)) = A(3'(7, r)) so that A(£1? 4"2) = A'(4"j, 4"2).

Similarly, \'(EQ, E\) = A*(EQ, E,)  implies that  X'(£y Q = \*(£v (2) and   R

£ 0HM.   Also, if A(EQ, E  ) = A*(EQ, E y) for all compact  En, E, C fi, then A(^j, 4"2)

= A*(<^j, £2)  and  fi e 0KD.  This is the short new proof of half of Rodin's result.
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The sufficiency is more complicated.   Suppose that  R £ 0HD  and let  EQ, E

be compact subsets of R.  If E   n E, 4 0, then A(FQ, E .) = A'(E0, E x) = 00. There-

fore we may assume that  E    and  E.  are disjoint.   First we deal with the simple

situation in which  R ~ ((E   U E  )  ) = W is a bordered Riemann surface having

compact border  dE    U dE      Then by Theorems 2 and 3, ^(^0' ^1^ = ^W^ur)~     and

A (E_, E  ) = Dyyiu.)~     where  z/., zz, are harmonic on   W,   u. = u. = 0 on  dE      zzQ =

zz, = 1  on   dE,, and  zz0 = L0«0, zz? = (/)L  Z2,  in a neighborhood of the ideal boundary

of  W (which is also a neighborhood of the ideal boundary of  R).  But  (I)L    = L„

because  R e 0„D [8, Theorem 1A, p. 20l].   Therefore, zzQ = zz, and A(E0, E  ) =

y(E0,Ex).
If A*(E_, E ) were being considered in this situation, then, from Theqrem 4,

A*(E , E ) = /^(zy )~" where «_ is harmonic on W, zz = 0 on dE , Uq - 1 on

dE , and uQ = (Q)L.Uq in a neighborhood of the ideal boundary of W. Rodin's

result here uses the fact that R € 0KD if and only if LQ = iQ)L .[8, Theorem IB,

p. 20)]. The case dealing with Ou« uses the result that R e 0„M if and only if

(l)Lx = (Q)LX [8, Theorem 1C, p. 202].

Next, we establish the result when   R ~ (E   U E  ) is connected.   In this situa-

tion  R ~ (E    U E^ is a Riemann surface and may be expressed as an increasing

union of compact bordered Riemann surfaces.   Let  iß   S be an increasing sequence

of bordered Riemann surfaces having compact border  dR     such that  (i) R ~

(E    U Ej) D /?     for all  22, (ii) R = U R    and (iii) each component of R ~ R    meets

one of  E    and  E    but not both.  Divide the contours of  dR    into two disjoint sets

a,     and  a,     according as the contours bound components of  R ~ R    which meet072 172° r „

EQ or E     The first portion of the proof guarantees that A(aQ , a    ) = A'(aQ , ax ). Now,

by using the extremal length technique originated by Beurling, it can be shown that

^a0zz' alzz^ ""* ^E0' E? and A'^a07z' alJ —" A'^E0' El^-   Hence>  A^Eo' E? =

A'(E  , E ) in this situation.

Finally, the general case is handled by applying this last result to each com-

ponent of  R ~ (E   (J E x) and then using the fact that the reciprocal of extremal

length is additive over families of curves having disjoint supports [5, Theorem 2.9,

p. 78].

Corollary.   HD(R) = KD(R)  if and only if A'(EQ, Ej) = A*(EQ, E x) for all pairs

of compact sets  E  , £    ¿72  R.

Proof.   HD(R) = KD(R) if and only if  R £ 0HM [8, Theorem 1C, p. 202].

Given a compact set  E C R  let A(E, ß) denote the extremal length of the family

ÜF'(E) of curves   c: [O, 1) —» R  such that   c(0) e E and  c(t) —» /3 as  t —+ 1  where  /3

is the point added to  R to form  R'.

Corollary.   // A(E, ß) = °o /or ei2ery compact set  E C R, then R e O   _.
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Proof.   Let  E     E    he compact subsets of  R.   It suffices to show that A(3) =

°° where 3 = S''(E0, E ) -v "3~(EQ, E ) since then A(EQ, Ey) = A'(EQ, E yl.  Because

every curve in  J  contains a subcurve in  j'(E.) (j = 0, l), it follows that A(j) >

\(E., ß) = oo.

Let   OG  be the class of Riemann surfaces which do not possess a Green's

function.   R e 0G  if and only if A'(E, ß) = aa lot all compact sets   E C fi [8, Remark

1, p. 200].   For a planar Riemann surface  R e 0G  if and only if R £ 0HD [8,

Theorem IF, p. 203].  In general,   0G Ç   OWD [3, pp. 256—264].

7. Examples. Explicit computations may be given in the case of a hyperbolic

simply connected Riemann surface.

(7.1) First consider the unit disk U. Then HD(U) = KD(U), p, = pQ and A' =

A*. Given zy z2  e U,

p,iz; Zy z2) = g(z, z2) - g(z, Zj) = log

p0(z; Zy z ) = N(z, z2) - 7V(z, Zj) = log

(z - Zj)(l - z2z)

(z - Z   )(l  - ZjZ)

(z-ZjKl z,z)

z - z2)(l z2z)

where  g(z, z.) and  7V(z, z.) are Green's and Neumann's function,  respectively, for

U having logarithmic singularity at  z..  Hence,

qH(z; Zy z2) = - log

1 - z z

1 - z z

If z — z. is used as a local coordinate at  z    then we obtain

1 \Zl-z2\2\l-zxz2\2
A(z      z^) = — log-

12 277 (1
"1 Ad '2'

1 |z1-z2^(l-|z1|2)(l-|z2|2)
A ■ U , ,   2T - )  = -   log-

1 ¿ O«-
277 1 - z.z

1-2'

¿H(2C 22}
log

|1t*,*2I

(l-|z1|2)(l-|z2|2).

These results are easily transformed to an arbitrary hyperbolic simply connected

region in the complex plane.   Let  z = f(w) map  R  conformally onto   U.   Then

dH(R)^wl' w21 = dH(Uyí^wl1, f(w2M afld, if w — w. is used as a  local coordinate

at  w , then
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XR(wx, w2) = Xu(f(wx), f(w2)) - (I/227) log\f'(wx)f(w2)\

with a similar result holding for A'(z , z A. If R is a Riemann surface and z =

f(w) maps R conformally onto U, then \R(w , w2) = X[J(f(wx), j(w2)) if f(w) -

f(w.) is used as a local coordinate at w..'        1 2

(7.2)  In a hyperbolic simply connected region  R,  d     is a conformally invariant

metric and may be compared with the Poincaré hyperbolic metric  d.  The following

results are readily  established  for  U:

(i) d„(z   , zA2 = (2/77)   log cosh d(z  , z A,

(ii) d(z  , z A > n 2 d„(z  , z  )  and equality holds if and only if z    = z   ,

n,/2djz, zA               1                           diz, zA
.....             ,.H0 0
(111) lim-=-=   hm-—— .

Z-Z0 |*-*0I 1-   \Z0\2 *"**(,     A~Z0\

If  R  is an arbitrary Riemann surface and  R ^ ^hd' tnen   1/ is the universal cover-

ing surface for  R  so that the hyperbolic metric  d may be introduced on  R.   The

simple relationship (i) between  d and  z/     no longer holds on  R.   For instance, let

R = [z: 0 < |z| < lS, then  HD(R) = HD(U) because  z = 0 is a removable singularity

for every function in  HD(R).  Therefore, d = d„(R., but for any fixed z    e R,

the hyperbolic distance d(z, z  ) —► 00  as  z —> 0 (d is the hyperbolic metric on  R

not in  1/).
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